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ABSTRACT 
This paper described an algorithm for automatic construction of 
English-Chinese translation lexicon from sentence aligned 
parallel spoken language corpus. We get the first part of the 
translation lexicon by using the electronic dictionary to filter the 
corpus. Secondly, state and calculate the co-occurrence 
probability of the word pairs to produce “The Table of Chinese-
English (English-Chinese) Words Co-occurrence Association 
Score” and “The Table of Chinese-English (English-Chinese) 
Words Co-occurrence Association Verifying Score”. Then, for 
each word pairs in the four tables, we give 1 as the confidence 
score if the word pair’s co-occurrence association score or co-
occurrence association verify score is the top five for each source 
word. Then, use the confidence score as the criterion for 
constructing 4 levels translation lexicons. The “Filtered lexicon 
and the 4th level lexicon” get the precision of 93.389% and the 
recall of 93.5%. This is an inspiring result, because it is based on 
the Indo-European and the non-Indo-European spoken language 
corpus. In this algorithm, we synchronously use the mutual 
information and the association verifying score as the criterion 
for constructing translation lexicons. The grading of the lexicon 
can deduce the number of the incorrect entries in the high level 
lexicon effectively, which makes the translation lexicon more 
practicably. And it solves the problem of the balance of the 
precision and recall.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The Background of Bilingual Alignment 

The automatic alignment of bilingual corpus is to automatically 
parallel the sense unit with the same meaning in source text and 
target text of bilingual corpus through an algorithm. Since the 
end of 1980’s, the technique of automatic alignment of bilingual 
corpus has got great development, and many native and foreign 

researchers have done a lot of work. According to the size of the 
sense unit, the alignment can be divided into paragraph 
alignment, sentence alignment, phrase alignment, and word 
alignment. Because of the different size of sense unit and the 
differences between two languages, the information used by the 
existing algorithm of the paragraph alignment and sentence 
alignment includes length information, position information, 
etyma information, part of speech information, dictionary 
information, etc. or the combinations of this several information. 
For instance, Gale, Church[1] and Brown, Lai, Mercer[2] have 
respectively proposed a program for aligning sentences based on 
the length of sentences; a method put forward by Simard, Foster 
and Isabelle[3] involves making use of the length of sentences 
and the cognate information; Church[4] has proposed an 
algorithm for aligning text based on char_align; and Wu Dekai 
[7] has propounded to use dictionary criterion for aligning 
English-Chinese bilingual text; etc. 

At the same time, the automatic construction of translation 
lexicons (phrase and word alignment) from bilingual text has 
also made great progress. The algorithm of phrase and word 
alignment makes use of paraphrase dictionary information, 
etyma information, co-occurrence probability information and 
context heterogeneity, etc. or the combinations of this several 
information. For example, Fung[6] used a method as Pattern 
Matching to pick-up nouns and proper nouns from bilingual text; 
Kumano and Hirakawa[8] used the statistic and grammatical 
information to construct translation lexicons from aligned 
bilingual text; Wu and Xia[9], Hiemstra[10], Smadja[11] et al. 
all have studied the statistic method to construct translation 
lexicons from aligned bilingual text; there into, since 1995 
Melamed [12][13][14][15][16][17] began to publish a series of 
articles on constructing translation lexicons from bilingual text 
through the method of  counting co-occurrence probability. 
Although there has been a large amount of research for 
automatic construction of translation lexicons, the research for 
translation lexicons based on Chinese-English bilingual corpus is 
not very much, especially rare for spoken language corpus. And 
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even a lexicon is constructed, its practicality is very limited, 
mostly showed that for source words, there are too many 
incorrect translation items in target language picked-up.  So we 
provide a method of using the top five co-occurrence association 
score and co-occurrence association verifying score to construct 
translation lexicon, and classified the lexicons according to the 
confidence score. The higher the score is, the more practical the 
lexicon is. 

1.2 Necessity of Constructing Translation Lexicon 

The translation lexicon is a lexicon in which vocabulary entries 
can be directly replaced in machine translation. The common 
dictionaries are all paraphrase dictionaries, as in English-Chinese 
dictionary, the Chinese explanation corresponding to every 
English word is only to make a Chinese user understand that 
English word, but not the word that the Chinese user would use 
in daily speaking and writing, so in most circumstances they 
cannot be directly used in machine translation. For instance,  

(1) What alternatives do I have? 

(2) 我 又有 什么 选择 呢? 

In electronic dictionary PowerWord, the “alternative” in 
sentence (1) has such meanings: n.①二中择一，②可供选择的
办法、事物；adj.③选择性的，④二中择一的。In Longman 
Contemporary English- Chinese Dictionary, the explanation is: 
adj.⑤（两物中）可以用来代替另一个的，⑥其他的；n.⑦可
供选择（的事物或途径），⑧两者或两者以上之选择，⑨两

个或两个以上之做法、观点等。We can see that any 
explanation from the above nine cannot translate the word 
properly, let alone to change it into the pure spoken language. 
Secondly, many phrases in spoken language are not contained in 
common paraphrase dictionaries. If we translate the phrase 
according to the explanation in the dictionary, it will be very 
inappropriate and even make mistakes, for example: 

(3) Don't get fresh! 

(4) 不要 放肆！ 

The “get fresh” in sentence (3) should be translated into “放肆”, 
but either PowerWord or Longman Contemporary English- 
Chinese Dictionary has not embodied this phrase. When in 
translation, if we use the meanings in the paraphrase dictionary 
mechanically, none of them can translate “get fresh” accurately 
into “放肆”. 

Of course, there are also many paraphrase items in the 
paraphrase dictionary can be used directly for translation. We 
shall give a statistic result later. 

2. THE CHARACTERISTIC OF CHINESE AND 
SPOKEN LANGUAGE 

As far as we know, the research for bilingual alignment rarely 
deals with Chinese, because Chinese is very different with Indo-
European. Compared with Indo-European, Chinese has the 
following significant characteristics [18]: 

1.Chinese has no word delimiters. There is no consistent 
opinion of word established by usage, and there is still so much 
disputation. 

2.Chinese part-of-speech classes are very ambiguous; many 
words can be both adjective and noun, or noun and verb, etc. The 
definition of Chinese part of speech is also in dispute. 

3.Chinese words have little morphological information. 

4.Compared with other languages, there are fewer function 
words in Chinese; moreover, the function words are frequently 
omitted. 

5.There are a vast number of acronyms employed in 
Chinese, which means that many single words in Chinese can be 
translated into compound words in English. 

Furthermore, the research for spoken language is also rarely 
dealt with, because compared with written language, spoken 
language has the following characteristics: 

1． The word order in spoken language is more flexible, 
and in an English-Chinese sentence pair, the places of every 
Chinese sense unit and English sense unit are not always parallel. 

2． There are more omission and the use of phrase in 
spoken language, so the precision of alignment of single word 
pair is even lower. 

3． As an informal language, there are more small words, 
such as “get, make, do, pick”, etc., used in spoken language than 
in written language, and the meaning of these words is more 
multiple than in written language. 

However, spoken language has the following merits 
compared with written language: 

1. The sentence in spoken language is usually quite short, 
and the syntax is relatively simple.  

       2. The vocabulary of spoken language is smaller than 
that of written language. 

3. METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING 
TRANSLANTION LEXICON 

The method we use to construct translation lexicon can be 
wholly divided into following steps: (1) Word segment, because 
Chinese has no word delimiters, and the alignment is in the word 
level, word segment is absolutely necessary; (2) Paraphrase 
dictionary filtering, directly pick-up the word pair in paraphrase 
dictionary; (3) Text filtering, delete the word pair gained from 
the paraphrase dictionary in bilingual text; (4) Count the co-
occurrence frequency, if a word pair appears in an aligned 
bilingual sentence pair, there is one co-occurrence; (5) Calculate 
the co-occurrence association score ),( TSA  and the co-

occurrence association verifying score ),( TSt ; (6) For every 

source word, choose the top 5 target word in ),( TSA  and 

),( TSt  to be the probable translation of this source word; (7) 
Classify the lexicons with different  confidence score. 

3.1 Chinese Word Segment 

We used the method of “Maximal Probability Segmentation 
Method” [19], and the dictionary is The Grammatical 
Knowledge-base of Contemporary Chinese published by Peking 



University [20]. First we arrange the dictionary into the 
following format: words and expressions, phonetic alphabet, part 
of speech, and probability of each word that can be reckoned by 
frequency. The probability of vocabulary is calculated by using 
“Average Word Length Maximal Segmentation Method” to cut 
the People Daily of year 1994. The principle of this method is: 
firstly find out all the possible words in input string on the basis 
of vocabulary, and then find out all the possible segmentation 
path, from which to find out the best path (of the maximal 
probability) as the output. We randomly sampled 100 sentences 
to check; under the circumstances of disregarding the unlisted 
words, the precision is 98.88%, and under the circumstances of 
regarding the unlisted words, the precision is 88.74%. The 
unlisted words in DECC1.0 (Daily English-Chinese Corpus) are 
mainly the Chinese translation of the foreign person names and 
place names. Our next research will lay stress on the clustering 
of single Chinese characters which product in segmentation. 

3.2 Paraphrase Dictionary Filtering 

Although not many lemmas (here the lemma defined as a source 
word and one of its target paraphrase) in paraphrase dictionary 
can be directly used for translation, there are still some can be 
directly used. If a word pair (S, T) (hereinto, S is the word in 
source sentence s, and T is the word in target sentence t, s and t 
is a mutual translation sentence pair) appears in a lemma of the 
paraphrase dictionary, then T is the correct translation to S in this 
sentence pair, and it doesn’t need to reconsider the other words 
to be word pairs in the target sentence, vice versa. Thereupon we 
delete S and T separately from source sentence and target 
sentence. The advantage of doing that is to reduce the 
complexity of calculation in the progress of calculating co-
occurrence probability, and to get a portion of translation words 
with high precision. 

 In our experiment, the corpus DECC1.0 consists of 7224 
English words and 7245 Chinese words and expressions 
altogether. The bilingual lemmas filtered from English-Chinese 
dictionary are totally 2495, hereinto 1883 English words, recall 
26.1%, 2001 Chinese words, recall 27.6%. The cover rate of 
these bilingual lemmas in corpus DECC1.0 is 26.2%. 

3.3  Co-occurrence Model 

Our algorithm is essentially to calculate the association of the 
bilingual words according to their co-occurrence probability, and 
consequently according to the value of association to confirm 
that whether the word pair is the translation to each other. To see 
it intuitively, every sentence pair is sure to be the correct 
translation to each other, and if one word pair is of high 
probability to appear simultaneously in aligned sentence pair, 
then the probability of this word pair being translation to each 
other is also very high. Co-occurrence model is to restrict that in 
what condition it is considered to be co-occurrence, and 
Melamed [16] has put forward three co-occurrence models, 
which are boundary-based model of co-occurrence, distance-
based model of co-occurrence and combined model of co-
occurrence. Because the sentences they dealt with are all very 
long, without co-occurrence model, there will be too many non-
associated word pairs to be calculated as co-occurrence. We 
didn’t adopt Melamed’s co-occurrence model, but to consider it 

a co-occurrence if the word pair appears once in a sentence pair. 
The reason is that: first, the length of sentence in spoken 
language is usually shorter than in written language, such as in 
corpus DECC1.0, after the text filtering (viz. delete all the 
lemmas picked up from paraphrase dictionary), the average 
length of every English sentence is of 5.28 words, and the 
average length of every Chinese sentence is of 5.08 words and 
expressions; secondly, the corresponding sense unit of English-
Chinese sentence pair in spoken language are not always aligned 
in place, for example: 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: example of word alignment 

3.4 Calculate Co-occurrence Association Score and 
its Verifying Score 

Having calculated all the co-occurrence frequency and the 
occurrence frequency of every word, we use formula (5) and (6) 
to calculate the co-occurrence association score ),( TSA and 

association verifying score ),( TSt  of every word pair. 

Hereinto, ),( TSA  is the Mutual Information of word S and T, 

and ),( TSt  is the association verifying score; the higher the t-
score, the higher the degree of association between S and T. 

)Pr()Pr(
),Pr(log),(
TS

TSTSA =                  （1） 

N
SfreqS )()Pr( =                                     （2） 

N
TfreqT )()Pr( =                                        (3) 

N
TSfreqTS ),(),Pr( =                            （4） 

∴
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),(log),(
TfreqSfreq

TSNfreqTSA =     （5） 

Where N is the total number of the sentence pairs in 
corpus. According to the result from formula (5), such as 
in figure 2, choose the top five (for when choose five, the 
F-measure of the precision and recall is the maximal, the 
formula of F-measure see formula (7), and the result see 
figure 3) to deposit in the Table of English-Chinese Words 
Co-occurrence Association Score. Then exchange the 
source word and the target word, because for the English 
word E, suppose C is the word with the maximum co-

Please   let   me   know   if   I   can   be   of   help. 
 

 
如  需  本人  效劳  的  地方  请  随时  告诉  我 。 



occurrence association score to E of all Chinese words, 
whereas E is not necessarily the English word with the 
maximum co-occurrence association score for C; if E and 
C are the words with the maximum co-occurrence 
association score to each other, the probability of their 
being translation to each other will be even higher. We 
can also calculate the result as in figure 3, and deposit the 
top five in the Table of Chinese-English Words Co-
occurrence Association Score. 
 t-score is usually used as verifying score[6], and to every 
word (every Chinese word and English word), we choose 
the top five t-score to deposit in the  Table of English-
Chinese Words Co-occurrence Association Score and the 
Table of Chinese-English Words Co-occurrence 
Association Verifying Score, such as in figure 4 and figure 
5. 

          
),Pr(

)Pr()Pr(),Pr(),(
1 TS

TSTSTSt
N

−
≈     （6） 

We give the confidence score 4 to the word pair which 
simultaneously appears in 4 charts, and select all the word 
pairs with the confidence score of 4 to be a lexicon, which 
is called “the 4th level lexicon”. The word pair appears in 
3 charts has the confidence score of 3, and all the word 
pairs with the confidence score of 3 are selected to be a 
lexicon (“the 3rd level lexicon”), the rest may be deduced 
by analogy. Then to the target word (Chinese) of every 
source word (English) we normalize its probability again, 
for example, the lemma “behind” with the confidence 
score of 4 has altogether 4 Chinese translation words: “背
后（3）、后面（2）、晚点（2）、心事（2）” (the 
number in the bracket is the co-occurrence frequency of 
this word and “behind”), and after the probability 
normalization to be embodied in the lexicon. Figure 6 is 
an example: 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: example of English-Chinese co-occurrence 
association score 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: example of Chinese- English co-occurrence 
association score 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: example of English-Chinese co-occurrence association 
verifying score 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: example of Chinese-English co-occurrence association 
verifying score 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6: lexicon example of confidence score is 4 

4. RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

4.1  Bilingual Corpus 

The bilingual corpus we use is DECC1.0 (Daily English-Chinese 
Corpus), and its content is mostly daily life dialog, including 
14,974 aligned bilingual sentence pairs, totally 1,039,183 bytes. 
Table 1 is some statistic data about this corpus, and the Chinese 
part is the data after word segment. 

4.2  Translation Lexicon Performance Evaluation 

There is no uniform method to count the precision of translation 
lexicons, and we take a way like this: if the Chinese translation 
to an English word appears in the corpus (surely not to appear in 
paraphrase dictionary, because the translation in paraphrase 
dictionary has been filtered firstly), for example, one meaning of 
“behind” in English-Chinese dictionary is “在后的、在⋯之后”, 
and in corpus the corresponding translation to “behind” is “背
后、后面、晚点”, then we consider that this translation “背
后、后面、晚点” is correct, so the precision of “behind” in the 
4th level lexicon is 0.78(1 minus 0.22). Recall is the value of the 
number of English words in every lexicon divided by the total 
number of the words in the corpus. 

Dinner： 
聚餐、美味、盛 6.117563 
吃饭 5.935242 
晚饭 5.829881 
不忙、就餐、晚餐 5.424416 
用餐 5 201272

晚饭： 
supper  7.129164 
invited、knock、watched  6.436017 
before、calls、guests  6.030552 
dinner  5.829881 
paper、read 5.519726

Dinner： 
吃  3.059135 
晚饭  2.991185 
餐  2.624094 
吃饭  2.230155 
一起  2.193688 

晚饭： 
dinner  2.991185 
have  1.901330 
at  1.779618 
supper  1.730663 
called  1.400047 

Behind     
    背后 0.333
后面 0.222
晚点 0.222
心事 0.222

Gift 
本领 0.25 
本事 0.25 
礼品 0.25 
礼物 0.25



To distinguish, we call the lexicon integrated by the 1st to 4th 
level lexicons (viz. the lexicon whose confidence score bigger 
than or equal to 1) “statistic lexicon”, the lexicon filtered from 
paraphrase dictionary “filtered lexicon”, and the lexicon 
synthesized by all lexicons constructed from our algorithm 
“synthetic lexicon”. 

 Including 
punctuation 
and number 

Excluding 
punctuation and 
number 

Total number of 
English words 

125635 words 105813 words 

Total length of 
English words 

448811 letters 427887 letters 

Total number of 
Chinese words  

123943 words 102907 words 

Total number of 
Chinese 
characters 

169756 
Chinese 
characters 

148565 Chinese 
characters 

Average length 
of each Chinese 
word  

1.37 Chinese 
characters 

1.44 Chinese 
characters 

Average length 
of each English 
word 

3.57 letters 4.04 letters 

Word type of 
English words 

7491 words 7224 words 

Word type of 
Chinese words  

7344 words 7245 words 

Table1 1: statistic data about bilingual corpus 
DECC1.0 

F-measure is an important parameter to weigh the balance of the 
precision and recall [5], and the above mentioned the top five co-
occurrence association score of the word pair for each source 
word is to balance the precision and recall. We randomly choose 
100 lemmas (including an English word and all its Chinese 
translation) from all sorts of dictionaries; calculate the precision, 
recall and F-measure. Table 2 is to get the precision, recall and 
the F-measure of the 1st to 4th lexicons, statistic lexicon, filtered 
lexicon and synthetic lexicon by selecting 5 target language 
translations. Table3 is to select different number of target 
language translations to get the precision, recall and the F-
measure of the 4th lexicon. 

precisionrecall
precisionrecallF

+
×

= 2     （7） 

With regard to translating English name into Chinese, as the 
Chinese dictionary we used for word segment has no Chinese 
translation of any English name, all Chinese translation of 

English name has been cut up. So when calculating precision, we 
consider it correct if only the right Chinese character appears in 
the translation. For instance, “Patterson ： 佩 （ 0.33 ） 特
（0.33）逊（0.33）”, then we consider the precision of the 
translation to “Patterson” is 100%; again, “Martin：充分（0.2）
丁（0.3）玛（0.3）说明（0.1）所（0.1）”, then we consider 
it 60%. 

Another causation affects the precision is that the corpus 
we use contains 171 bilingual proverbs, and this kind of 
sentence pair can rarely be translated correspondingly, for 
example: 

(5) You must reap what you have sown. 

(6) 种瓜得瓜，种豆得豆。 

Lexicon Precision 
(%) 

Recall
（%） 

F-
measure

1st lexicon 41.714 64.1 0.505 

2nd lexicon 64.083 49.1 0.556 

3rd lexicon 72. 564 86.4 0.789 

4th lexicon 87.358 76.9 0.818 

Statistic 
lexicon 

70.564 100. 0.828 

Filtered 
lexicon 

100.00 34.5 0.332 

Filtered 
lexicon+4th 
lexicon 

93.389 93.5 0.934 

Synthetic 
lexicon 

88.635 100. 0.940 

Table 2: Precision and recall of translation lexicon 

 Precision 
(%) 

Recall
（%） 

F-
measure

1 93.423 21.0 0.343 

3 90.056 54.4 0.678 

4 88.743 68.7 0.774 

5 87.358 76.9 0.818 

6 80.654 81.6 0.811 

7 71.322 88.2 0.789 

Table 3: Precision, recall and F-measure of the 4th 
lexicon obtained by selecting different number of 
target language translations 



5. CONCLUSION 

We have described an algorithm for automatic construction of 
English-Chinese translation lexicons from sentence aligned 
parallel spoken language corpus. As far as we know, it is very 
likely to be the first algorithm for automatic construction of 
translation lexicons from English-Chinese spoken language 
corpus. The most important point of this algorithm is that: 

1. Synchronously use the association score and the 
association verifying score as the criterion for constructing 
translation lexicons. 

2. Use the different confidence scores based on the 4 tables 
as the criterion for constructing 4 levels translation lexicons. 

Compared with other researchers’ work [19], for example, Mr. 
Wu Dekai in Hong Kong has made a construction of English-
Chinese translation lexicons from Hong Kong Hansard corpus, 
which gets the precision between 86.0% and 95.1%, we haven’t 
made a great breakthrough in precision; but our research is 
completely based on the daily dialog corpus, and the flexibility 
of spoken language affects the precision, still, the “Filtered 
lexicon and the 4th level lexicon” get a high precision of 
93.389% with the recall of 93.5%. This is an inspiring result, 
providing a solid foundation for our further research. In this 
algorithm, the use of association verifying score has greatly 
improved the precision of translation lexicons, and the grading of 
the lexicon can reduce the number of the incorrect entries in the 
high level lexicon effectively, which makes the translation 
lexicon more practical and solves the problem of the balance of 
the precision and recall. 

6.    THE FURTHER RESEARCH 

Because the longest word in the segment dictionary [21] we used 
only has 4 Chinese characters, and it doesn’t embody any place 
name and person name, in the process of automatic word 
segmentation of Chinese, there are many single Chinese 
characters which product in segmentation. And as we have 
indicated before, to an English person name, the co-occurrence 
association scores of this person name and its corresponding 
Chinese translation are both relatively high. So our next work is 
mainly to improve the precision of the translation lexicon by the 
start of the clustering of single Chinese characters which product 
in segmentation. In addition, we’ll specialize in the phrases 
appeared in spoken language, and include the phrases in 
translation lexicons so as to make the lexicons more practical. 
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